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CHAPTER I.· 
INTRODU:CTION 
MUch of the reading in pr±mary grades is orale 
Teacher's manuals for basal systems atld textbooks on the 
teaching of reading suggest audience situations. There is 
little evidence concerning this practice .. 
Therefore the purpose of this study was to discover if 
it is more profitable for a child to follow along when some~ 
one else is· reading orally or to have an audience situation. 
This is one part of a group study. The research chapter 
will be found in the volume by: CUsick, Rosalie F., at al, · 
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PLAN OF THE STUDY 
· In order to conduct the study it was necessary to 
develop teaching materials, to· select a population, to teach 
new vocabulary by two methods, and to measure the learning by 
testing retention of the vocabulary. 
The teachers undertaking this study represent 
various co:mmtlni ties so original material was needed sui table 
for all., 
In selecting the words these things were kept in 
mind. Some should be phonetic, some non-phonetic, some 
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abstract and many different letter combinations, in order to 
provide variation. 
Each person brought in a: group o:f twenty words ex-
pected to be beyond the reading vocabulary o:f a third grade 
child. From: this list these forty words were selected: 
barometer 
canyon 
cinder 
circular 
competition 
cord 
coyotes 
depleted 
designer 
devote 
equipment 
exaggerate 
expedition 
extremely 
:farewell-
:fascinate 
faucet 
heavenly 
hesitate 
hubbub 
jealous 
Martian 
muscle 
mustache 
ornament 
phantom 
pneumonia 
radiator 
ruin 
saucer 
shrink 
sombrero 
sphere 
stanza 
taf'feta 
tambourine 
tender 
tragic 
vagabond 
wretched 
These words were taken fromvarious sources.l 
Using the vocabulary on above average, non-partici-
pating third grade pupils it was :found that only ten o:f the 
:forty words were difficul-t enough. Consequently, a revision 
was necessa:t'y. 
l - - - - - - -
Mu.rphy, Helen A., et al, "Spontaneous Speaking Vocabulary of 
Children in Primary Grades, tt --B. U. Journal o:f Education, 
Vol. J.4.0, December 1957. · -
Goatsworth, Eli, The New Runaway House, Row; Peterson and 
Company, White Plains,- New York, 1955. 
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The revised and accepted list was: 
anticipate 
ballerina 
bologna 
canyon 
carnival 
century 
cobblestone 
colliding 
depleted 
disaster 
exaggerate 
expedition 
extraordinary 
gracefully 
legend 
limp 
logical 
lynx 
magnificent 
Martian 
. . 
Mercury 
obstacles 
pedestrian 
pheasant 
percipi tous 
promenade 
retriever 
ruin 
silhouette 
spaghetti 
spectacles 
speculation 
stagecoach 
stranded 
tambourine 
tumult 
ukelele 
unique 
vagabond 
versatile 
These words were then paired according to their 
adaptability to a story.. Each participating teacher was 
then assigned three pairs to be used in each of three 
stories. In order to provide the necessary twenty stories 
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two teachers each wrote an extra story. 
When the twenty stories were completed they were 
submitted for review and criticism. With said comments in 
mind, the·stories were.revised ·sa that each was approximate-
ly five hundred words, on a topic suitable for the interest 
of the children and 'limited to the reading vocabulary .of the 
third grade, with the exception of the two new experimental 
words,. 
The revised stories were .. typed, double 'Spaced and 
bound with oaktag, in groups of five._ .The schedule of the 
stories follows• 
TITLES. 
Group 1-.5 
1. ·The Lost Home 
2. Driver Jack 
3. Pheasants in the Yard 
4. Mercury 
5. Flying Saucer 
Group 6-10 
6. Susan's SUrprise 
7. Golden Arrow · 
8. Mr. Gray 
9. The. Turnpike 
10. The Hunting Adventure 
Group 11-15 
The Restless Tambourine 
The Mouse in the Moon 
Pattyts Promenade 
The Bologna Man 
The Animal Fair 
·NEW WORDS 
spectacles, colliding 
stagecoach, cobblestone 
pheasants, exaggerate 
Mercury, vagabond 
legend, logical 
ballerina, gracefully 
extraordinary, century 
depleted, disaster 
pedestrians, obstacles 
lyn;x, magnificent 
·tumult, tambourine 
expedition, martian 
promenade, ~eculation 
_pologna, ukelele 
unique; versatile 
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Group 16-20 
16. Pico Pete 
17. The Carnival 
18 •. Spot Goes on a Hunt 
19 • 'lhe King t s Spaghetti Dinner 
20. The Wanderers 
canyon, disaster 
carnival, ruin 
retriever, anticipate 
percipitous, spaghetti 
silhouette, limp 
Using the preceding grouping, the £allowing chart 
was drawn up £or tJ:le rotation o£ the·stories in £our class-
rooms. 
CLASS LOOK ON AUDIENCE LOOK ON AUDIENCE 
A l-5 6-J.O 11-15 16-20 
B 6•10-· ll-i5 16-20 1-5 
0 11-15 16-20 1-5 6-10 
D 16-20 1-5 6-10 ll-J.5 
T.he total population was 102 students in ~our 
third grade classrooms; 33 in classroom A, 29 in classroom 
B, 21 in classroom 0, and 19 in Classroom D. 
Tables I and II show the chronological age and 
intelligence quotient distributions. 
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Table I shows the distribution o~ chronological 
age ~or the total population. 
TABLE I 
CHRONOLOGICAL AGE DISTRIBUTION 
Age by Number o~ 
Months PuEils 
124-122 1 
121-119 1 
116-118 0 
113-115 0 
110-112 3 
107-109 7 
104-106 l4 
101-103 17 
98-100 13 
95-97 27 
92-94 15 
89-91 _]:, 
TOTAL 102 
T.he chronological ages ranged ~rom 90 months to 
124 months with a Mean o~ 99.59 months, and a standard 
deviation or 5.74. 
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Table II shows the distribution or the I.Q,. Is 
for the total population. 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF I.Q,. 's 
Number of 
I.Q. Pupils 
141 ... 150 3 
131-140 5· 
121-130 11 
111•120 25 
101-110 25 
91-100 22 
81-90 11 
TOTAL 102 
T.he range in I.Q.ts was rrom 81 to 150 with a 
Mean score or 109.88, and a S.D. of l5.o4. 
T.he average for the group was near the top or 
the normal group. 
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It was agreed that there would be uniformity in 
the presentation and teaching of new vocabulary. For 
example: 
1. This morning our $tory is about a boy who liked to 
exaggerate.. (UNDERLINED PHRASE PLACED ON THE BOARD.) 
How many know what exaggerate means? (Point to word 
on board .. ) Yes, to. exaggerate means. to make s orne-
thing sound bigger than it is .. 
Who can use exaggerate in a sentence? (Call on four 
or five.) Who can go to the board and frame the 
word exaggerate for the whole class to see? Say it. 
Match the flash· card wi tb. the correct word on the 
board. Say it •. 
2. The name of our story is Pheasants in the Yard. 
--.-
(Title on board.) 
Does anyone know what a pheasant is? (At the response 
to each question point to the word on the board.) 
Who can go to ·the board and frame the word pheasant? 
Say it. 
Match the flash card with the correct word on the 
board. Say it. 
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The entire read·ing period was not to exceed 
fifteen minutes, five for presentation of vocabulary, and 
ten for the actual reading of' the story within each reading 
. - . 
group. lfue grouping fo:r- this reading ~as the regular read-
ing groups, and was in addition to the lesson of the day 
us :ing the basal reader •-
Table III shows the distribution of the pupils 
by reading groups. 
TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PUPILS ACCORDING TO READING GROUPS 
.TOTAL 
Group I 
excellent 
49 
Group II Group III 
good t6 very good fair 
Jl 22 
It was also_ agreed that there would be a short 
review each day of the two words taught the previous day 
before introducing-the new.vocabulary. 
Each week's vocabulary was tested Friday using 
flash cards with individual responses. A .delayed test on 
the forty words was administered as a group test a week after 
the 9los e of the teaching period. . In the c on:p osition ot this 
test guard against chance was taken through the application 
of similarity in spelling, sound and.repetition of other 
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new words within one multiple choice. For example, item one 
reads; 
1. A kind of meat. 
vegetable logs balloon bologna. 
A copy of the test with directions for administering and 
scoring may be found in the appendix. 
All of the teaching was done between January 5th and 
January30th. The delayed test was adminfstered on 
February 6th. 
The scores of the test were analyzed and the results 
are presented in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER II 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
T.he data was analyzed to discover: 
l. Comparison of scores onweekly tests by 
both methods for the total population. 
2. Comparison of scores on delayed tests by 
both methods .for the total population. 
3. Comparison of scores on weekly tests by 
reading groups .for bo.th methods. 
4. Comparison of scores on delayed tests by 
reading groups .for both methods. 
5. Pe:rcentage of correct responses on each 
word on delayed test by both methods .for 
the total population. 
ll 
Table IV shows distributions and comparisons or 
Means ror the total pop~lation by both methods on the weekly 
tests. 
TOTAL 
MEAN 
s.n. 
s.E. 
TABLE IV 
COMPARISON OF WEEKLY TESTS BY BOTH METHODS 
FOR TOTAL POPULATION 
Number 
or Words 
Gorrect 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5· 
4 
3 
2 
Look On 
44 
9 
12 
3 
7 
6 
3 
1 
1 
5. 
1 
1 
.3 
2 
·2 
2 
102. 
16.,87 
4e19 
.41 
Audience 
30 
14 
12 
10 
'8 
2 
3 
5 
2 
3 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
-
102 
16.23 
4.59 
.45 
Dirrerence .64 S.E .. Dirr. e93 C .R.. .48 
The scores ror the n1ook onn method ranged rrom 
5-20 and ror the "audience" rrom 2-20. The dirrerence 
12 
between the Means was .64 words in faVOI' of "looking on". 
The Critical Ratio of .48 shows that the difference is not 
statistically significant. 
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Table V shows distributions and comparisons of 
Means for the total population-by both methods on the de-
layed tests. 
TOTAL 
MEAN 
S,.De 
B.E. 
TABLE V 
OOMP ARISON OF DELAYED TESTS BY BOTH METHODS 
. FOR TOTAL POPULATION 
Nu:mber 
of Words 
Correct 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
l4 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
"6 
Look On 
36 
16 
.···13 
4 
7 
5 
10 
.5 
2 
1 
3-
102 
17.48 
2.81 
-~28. 
Audience 
27 
13 
19 
9 
~ 
8 
4 
3 
4 
2 
l 
2 
0 
1 
-
102 
. "16 .. 83 
3.32 
:;33 
Difference .65 C .R.. ..83 
. . 
The scores for the <nlook on1' method ranged from 
10-20 and for the ttaudience" 6-20. · The diff'erence between 
the two Means was .65 words in favor of ttlooking onn. T.b.e 
Critical Ratio of' .83 shows that the difference is not sta-
tistically significant. 
Table VI shows distributions and comparisons of 
Means for Reading Group I by both methods on the weekly 
tests. 
TOTAL 
MEAN 
S.D. 
s.E. 
TABLE VI 
COMPARISON OF WEEKLY TESTS BY BOTH METHODS 
FOR READING GROUP I 
Number 
of Words 
Oorrect 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
Look On· 
30 
4 
7 
1 
3 
2 
2 
49 
18.81 
1.57 
.22 
Audience 
23 
6 
8 
6 
4 
0 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
-49 
18.48 
2.15 
Difi'erence .33 s.E. Dii'f. 1.02 c.R. .-32 
The scores i'or the 11look on" method ranged i'rom 
J.4 ... 20 and i'or the "audiencett from 8-20,. The difi'erence be-
tween the Means was .33 words in i'avor oi' n1ooking onn. 
The Critical Ratio oi' .32 shows that the dii'ference is not 
statistically significant,. 
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Table VII shows distributions and comparisons 
o~ Means for Reading Group II by both methods on the weekly 
tests. 
TABLE.·VII· 
COMPARISON OE WEEKLY TESTS BY BOTH METHODS 
. FOR READING GROUP II 
Number· 
o~ Words 
Correct ·Look On Audience 
20 10 6 
19 4 7 
18 
-5 4 17 2 1.6 3 3 
15 1 1 
14 1 1 
13 1 3 
12 0 1 
11 2 1 
10 0 0 
9 0 0 
8 1 0 
7 0 0 
6 0 1 
5 1 ...Q.. 
-TOTAL 31 31 
MEAN 1.6.94 16.78 
S.D. 
. 3-71. 3.26 
s.E. .67' .59 
Difference .17 s.E. Diff., 1.59 c.R.· .ll 
The scores for the n1ook on" method ranged ~rom 
5-20 and ~or thellaudience" ~ram 6-20. Tb.e di~ference be• 
tween the Means was .17 words ip. favor of "looking on11 • 
16 
The Critical Ratio of .11 shows that the difference was not 
statistically significant. 
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Tab1~ VIII shows distributions and comparisons or 
Means ror Reading Group III by both methods on the weekly 
tests. 
TOTAL 
MEAN 
S.D. 
s~E. 
TABLE VIII 
COMPARISON-OF WEEKLY TESTS-BY BOTH METHODS 
FOR READING GROUP III 
Number 
of Words 
Correct Look On Audience 
20 4 2 
19 1 1 
18 0 1 
17 0 1 
16 1 0 
15 3 1 
14 0 2 
13 0 1 
12 '1 1 
11 3 2 
lO 1 1 
9 1 2 
8 2 0 
7 2 1 
6 2 1 
5 .1 1 
4 1 
3 2 
2 1 
-22 22 
12.36 1J..09 
5 .. 06 5.52 
1.07 1.17 
Difference 1.46 S.E. Diff• 2.11 C.R •. 1.43 
l'b.e scores for thettlook ontt method ranged .from 
5-20 and .for the naudience" from 2-20. The dir.ference be-
18 
tween the Means was 1.46 words in :ravor of "looking on"~ 
The Critical Ratio of 1-.43 shows that the difference is not 
statistically significant .. · 
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~ble IX shows distributions arid comparisons or 
Means for Reading Group I by both methods on the delayed 
tests. 
TOTAL 
MEAN 
S.D. 
TABLE IX 
COMPARISON OF DELAYED TESTS BY BOTH METHODS 
FOR READING GROUP I 
Number 
of Words 
Correct· 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
Look On 
28 
8 
7 
1 
2 
1 
2 
-
49 
18 .. 88. 
1.64 
..23 
Audience 
25 
8 
8 
4 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
-
49 
18a83 
1~64 
.23 
Dir.f'erence .05 s.E. Diff. .98 c.R. .o5 
ilie scores for the "look. onu method ranged from 
14-20 and for the"audiencett :f.'rom 11-20. The di:f':f.'erence 
between the Means was .o? words in favor or ttlooking on". 
ilie Critical Ratio or .05 shows that the di:f.':f.'erence is not 
statistically significant. 
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Table X shows the distributions and comparisons 
of Means for Reading Group II by both methods on the de-
layed tests. 
TOTAL 
MEAN 
S.D .. 
s.E. 
TABLE X 
COMPARISON OF DELAYED TESTS BY BOTH METHODS 
FOR READING GROUP II 
Number 
of Words 
Correct Look on Audience 
20 
·7 2 
19 6 4 18 5 10 
17 3 4 16 2 2 
15 3 1 
J.4 2 3 13 2 2 
12 0 1 
11 0 1 
10 1 0 
- -31 31 
17 .. 29 16.-39 
1.89 3.-00 
-35 .52 
Difference e-90 s.E .. Diff. 1.31 C.R. ..69 
The scores for the ttlook onn method ranged from. 
10-20 and for the tlaudiencen from ll-20. The difference be-
tween the Means was .90 words in favor of ttlooking onn. 
The Critical Ratio of .69 shows that the difference· is not-· 
statistically significant. 
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Table XI shows distributions and conparisons o~ 
Means ~or Reading Group III by both methods on the delayed 
tests. 
TOTAL 
MEAN 
S.D. 
s.E. 
TABLE XI 
COMPARISON OF DELAYED TESTS BY BOTH METHODS 
FOR READING GROuP III 
Number 
o~ Words 
Correct 
20 
19 
18 
. 17 
16 
1.5 
14 
13 
12 
ll 
10 
9 
8 
Look On 
l 
2 
l 
0 
3 
l 
6 
3 
2 
l 
2 
22 
14.41 
2.72 
;.,58 
Audience 
0 
l 
l 
l 
l 
3 
4 
l 
3 
2 
2 
l. 
2 
22 
13.04 
2.91 
.62 
Di~~erence 1 .• 37 S .E .. Di~~. 1 • .54 C .R. .89 
~e scores ~or the ff1ook on" method range ~rom 
10-20 ·and ~or the "audiencen ~rom 8-19.. The di~~erence be-
tween the Means was 1.37 words in ~avor o~ ttlooking ontt. 
The Critical .. Ratio o~ • 89 shows that the d~~erence is not 
statistically signi~icant. 
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Table XII shows the percentage. of' correct re-
sponses on each word on the delayed tests by both methods 
f'or the total population. 
TABLE XII 
PERCENTAGE OF CORRECT RESPONSES ON THE DELAYED TESTS 
BY BOTH METHODS FOR T.HE TOTAL POPULATION 
WORDS 
anticipate 
ballerina 
bologna 
canyon 
carnival 
century 
cobblestone 
colliding 
depleted 
disaster 
exaggerate 
e.xpedi tion 
extraordinary 
gracef'ully 
legend 
limp 
logical 
lynx 
magnif'icent 
Martian 
Mercury 
·obstacles 
pedestl'ian 
pheasant 
precipitous 
promenade 
retriever 
ruin 
silhouette 
spaghetti 
spectacles 
speculation 
stagecoach 
stranded 
tambourine 
tumult 
ukelele 
unique· 
vagabond 
versatile 
Percent f'or 
LOOK ON 
72 .. 92 
95.83 
98.15 . 
95.83 
87.50 
85.42 
98 .• 15 
74.07 
70.83 
62.50 
92.59 
9.0. 74 
66 .. 67 
9J.,.67 
88..89 
87 .. 50 
88.89 
58.42 
60a41 
96.30 
94.44 
70 .• 8j 
47.92 
94-44 
47.92 
96.30 
66.67 
85.42 
52.08 
91~:67 
96.30 
90.74 
100.00 
81.27 
85.37 
72.22 
96.30 
72.22 
92.59 
. 98 .. 15 
Percent :ror 
AUDIENCE 
90.74. 
96.30 
97.91 
100.00 
98.15 
96.30 
89-.54 
79.17 
87.04. 
88.89 
60.41 
62.50 
94.44 
98.-15 
64.54 
87.04 5o.oo 
66.67 
88.89 
81.27 
81.27 
83.33 
81.48 
85.42 
68.52 
54.;1.7 
92.59 
77.78 
68.52 
96.30 
70.83 
39.54 
85 .. 42 
98.15 
72.92 
68.75 
91.67 
62.50 
77.08 
72.92 
23 
exaggerate 
expedition 
promenade 
spectacles 
speculation 
vagabond 
versatile 
These seven words had a difference of 15% or more 
in favor of ttlook on n. · 
anticipate 
depleted 
disaster 
extraordinary 
legend 
logical 
magnificent 
Martian 
pedestrian 
precipitous 
retriever 
silhouette 
stranded 
These thirteen words had a difference of 15% or 
more in favor of the 11 audiencett situation~ 
In the word nspeculation11 a dii'ference of' 51.20% 
was i'ound to be the greatest and was in i'avor oi' "look on". 
CHAPTER. III 
·sUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of t~is study was to determine whether 
. or not it is more profitable in the process. of learning un-
known vocabulary for a pupil to follow along in a text 
'While another is reading orally, or to listen as in an 
audience situation. 
The population included one hundr~d and two pupils 
in four third grade classrooms of two communities varying in 
size, locale, and socio..;economic background. 
Twenty original stories were composed containing 
two new words each. A plan of rotating the stories was 
drawn up allowing half of the group participating in the 
experiment to look on as the story was read, while the other 
half listened. Two tests were composed; a weekly test of 
flash cards given individually and a multiple choice group 
test administered one week after the completion of the 
teaching. 
The following conclusions can be drawn: 
l. There is no significant difference for either 
method for the total population on either the 
weekly or delayed tests. T.he differences were 
always in favor of ttlooking on 11 • 
a. The Means for the weekly test were 16.87 
25 
and 16.23. 
b. The Means for the delayed tests were 17.48 
and 16.83. 
2. An analysis by reading groups shows no signif-
icant differences for either method on either 
the weekly or delayed testse The differences 
were always in favor of "looking on11 • There 
does seem to be an inclination favoring this 
3· 
method for the poorer reader. 
a. The Means for the weekly tests were 18.81 
and 18.48 for Group I; 16.94 and 16.78 for 
Group II; and 12.36 and 11.09 for Group III. 
b. The Means .for the delayed tests were 18.88 
and 18.83 for Group I; 17.29 and 16.39 for 
Group II; and 14.41 and 13.04 .for Group III. 
The percentage of correct responses shows that 
seven words had a di.fference of fifteen percent 
or more in favor of ttlook ontt, while thirteen 
favored the naudience" situation. The word 
lfspeculation" had a difference of 51.20% in 
favor of nlook on", which was found to be the 
greatest. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
1. Gonduct this study with an increase of the 
number of vocabulary taught per day. 
2. Specify the number of t~es the words are to 
appear in the story. 
3. Study the type of words that were learned 
equally well by both methods and comp·are them 
with the words ·that were learned favoring one 
method or another. 
4. There should be a continuation of this study 
with a larger population • 
. 
5. With the increase of' words taught there should 
be a change in the testing system. The weekly 
test could be altered to one of the written 
form tests; such as (a) categories, 
(b) multiple choice. ~e delayed test could 
be given after a longer lapse of time. 
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APPENDIX 
--
I I 
!t'he afternoon was dark and d.reaey ~ 
The branches from the trees were trembling from. 
the fierce windc 
Bang, a bolt of lightning flashed 
across the sky~ Pit·ter$ patter, pitter# patter 
came the raino Boom, bang, boom# bang went the 
thunder and l1ghtningo 
Bob and James snuggled closer and 
closer togethe~. Tbe7 we~e cold ~d ~igbtenedo 
Their eyes busily searched the walls 
around them,. . All kinds of shadows and forms 
seemed to. be moving and crawling about the walls 
or the caveo . 
The~ own silhouettes could be seen on 
the wall opposite them. Their shadows appeared 
as ghosts to thema 
Water was dripping on them from up 
above. The puddles were growing under their feeto 
T.here weren't any dry spots anywhereo Pebbles 
were falling rx-om the cracks., tooo 
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~ boys dared not utte~ a wordo 
Their bodies became limp e They- looked like 
drooping puppets without their masters9 
On the ground beloti them were :tia.sh-. 
lights$ canteens, lmive2:l and an axe~ They ce~ ... 
tainly were of no use to these two boys. Bob 
and James were lostQ 
The boys we~a thinking4 ImagineD 
just that afternoon they had enjoyed the~elves 
on a hiking tripe As soon as the CUb Scouts 
had reached their destination~ tne7 began to 
gather logs fo~ camp fires. 
Before long, the £1~es were ready 
toxo eooking\t Each boy cooked his own frankfort 
and toasted his roll at the end of a long stiek9 
MUstard and relish were passed ~ound for added 
flavoro Mmmmm, how delicious they tastedo 
For desse~t tBe boys toasted marshs 
mallows and ate appleso How tasty they warea 
When everyone was £1nisned0 each OUb 
Scout joined his cireleo Each group selected 
its songo Later everyone sang togetb.e~• What 
f'UnJ 
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- At the present time, eva!llything t'lfaa 
dreary, Boom, bang~» boom, bang:. the roe.Fing 
sounds got louder and closer~ 
All of a sudden~ a tree fell and 
blocked the entrance of the cave. The ca.1te 
srw darker and the boys grew eoldero 
"tie must remove that tree!J. Bobo 110 
Both boys walked tQward the entrance'* 
~e t~ee was ve~y heavy. ~ey tried and tried 
but they couldn." t budge ito hverything looked 
hopelesso 
"James~ I have an idea~ the axeo" 
"!that was quick thinking, Bobo" 
Each boy took a tum chopping the 
tree o FinAlly it was split in two o Tom am 
James were now able to push away the tree41 
During this time they had not noticed 
tba.t the rain and thunder had stopped because 
they were so busy o 
!l'he branches didn. • t tremble anymore o 
~verytbing was peacefUl and qQiet once again~ 
~s sun came out of her hiding place behind the 
cloudsG The boys were very happy. 
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The sun•s bri{#lt rays east lights$ 
It wasn 1l t dark and dre9.17 q How warm. the sv.n 
felt! .... 
Bob and James began to j'Wli;p up and 
down with joya They could see hidden paths in 
the deep torsstw 
When the unexpected storm. had come, 
everything became very strange to them~ 
~ckily~ James spotted the caveo T.ne ra~ and 
wind had-blinded them. Now the cave made a 
good shelte~ for themo 
The boys started on their merry- way. 
This time their dest~tion was home.. The paths 
were familiar to them nowo Before long they ap-
proached a fo~k in the roado 
91Whieh road9 James?" 
James ran to the :~?oad on the right and 
looked carefully at one or the trees~ 
''This is the roado Remember the t:~?ee 
that had three holes bored on the lett side of 
the tree trunk?" questioned Jamesill 
''Yes0 I remember~ It t.fas one of the 
landmarks our Cub Leader pointed outo vi 
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Tbey ~ned right and walked at a 
:taster paceo 
"'What time is it, Bob ? 11 
"It's six o'cloek,re answered Bob<:> 
"Wa'd batter hurry9 That halt hour 
we spent in the eave seemed like yearsln exeo 
claimed Jameso 
"It certainly didh n replied Bob o 11From 
now on, James rJ I'm obeying orders~ " 
"I agree8 Bob. I'll never wanda~ on 
my own again after M:ra Brown dismisses USe" 
The boys began to run., ~ey only hoped 
that their parents would understand. 
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The king was in his royal throne roome 
He was crosso Forgetful Cook had forgotten 
something again., The king called the cook6} 
Today he had foZ~gotten to put apples in the piso 
Yesterday» he had forgotten to put meat in the 
sa:ndwich&s. 
~e ktng's cook was a good cook# but 
forgetfUl. A forgetful cook would never do fo~ 
a king&s palaceo 
"You will have one last chancep ta 
zooared the king~ •vTonight I want a spaghetti 
dinner f'1 t for my palace o ut 
''Yes9 Your Majesty11 " squealed the 
cook. noh Dear, oh De~," Forgetful Cook said 
to his helpers4l Tiley felt sorry for the cook.rt 
He was a forgetful cook• but a good and kind 
cooko Everyone did love ~tm$ 
QUJ.ekl.y they set to work., Big tall 
kettles were filled with water on tine stoveo 
~we must have a delicious sauceo 
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6i'J 2 .t'..-t 
!!hat is the important thing for a spaghetti 
dinnerD" said cooko 
The best meat was cooked~ the best toe 
matoes~ su.gtW and spices were mixed to make the 
sauea. Soon a delicious sauce smell filled the 
kitcllsn., Th.s cook and his helpers took 'turns 
stirring the sauce carefully. It was almost time 
for dinner. 
No one heard the whispering on the top 
shelf of the cupboard. Everyone was too bUS7c 
"What about us 1'0 squealed~ little 
voices. The pieces of spaghetti· were jumping 
around in sxoitement 9 "I.t" he forgets us the king 
will have his hea.d9 12 said the longest and largest 
piece. We must do somstbingll)" 
tslte must put ourselves into the wate~~ 11 
said anothero "How," cried a little voice. nwe 
are on the top shelf.., Th.e bo:l.ling water is way 
down below on the stove,." 
"tie would have to jump three shelves." 
"That is much too far 11 " said another .. 
"Yes, n they all said., "That would be 
a very perilous jumpe We would be broken into 
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small pieces. 
After whispering and talking1 this 
is what happenedo The canned pea.s 8 on the third 
shelf stepped out tow~d the edge of their ahel~o 
The canned fruits on the second shelf did the 
same. The boxes of b~eakfast food on the first 
shalt did the same~ This made steps from the 
fourth shelf down to the boiling watere 
One by one the pieces of spaghetti 
jumped :r:rom shelt to can to box and into the 
watero This way the jumps were shortG 
All was :ready to serve the kinge> !!he 
spaghetti was cooked and the sauce was hoto 
Tone king was so pleased with the maal 
that he told the cook he could stay in the 
palace as long as he wantedo 
~is made everyone happyo The king$ 
the cook~ not even the cook~ helpers ever knew 
who were the real helpers on the day of the 
king~s spaghetti dinner. You doo 
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SPOT GOES ON A HUNT 
Dr o Wolf'!! s Dog F~ was va'l!!y nois;r 
this Saturday morning" Today was the day of 
the. big hu.nto .People from fu- away were coming to 
to Dr~t W'olf•so They .y,Jould be dressed in tine 
hunting clothes and would ride beautiful horsesc 
Everyone was happy except Spoto Spot 
was a small brown and white dog who lived in 
Dro Woltae housec Spot vsas the only dog who 
was not a ret~ievare 
Spot had reason to be sad~a Today the 
retrievers would be able to ~ in the woods 
all day long.; Wb.en they came back to the farm 
they would have a big delicious dinner$ 
Spot would have to sit by the .far.m 
gate and wait{j) Poor Spot.. A big dog tam was 
a lonely place when you were the only dog tneree 
Soon Spot lay down in the sun to resto 
Oh9 how he did wish he were a retriever. Spot 
bad anticipated going on this hunt fo~ a year~ 
He had thought about 1 t so much that he almost 
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believed he l>!S.S going to SOc All tlw antie1e> 
pating in the wo~ld did not do any goodo Onl,-
retrievers went on hunts and Spot was not a reQ 
wpema.ps another time," said Spot 
sadly. "Sn:ttf0 sniftfi what 1s that strange 
smell?" Spot want slowly to the back . of the 
large dog house. There to his ~rise was 
the enemy of all the dogsl.l TOM OATo 
i'Om Cat was a wild cat from the 
nearby foresto TQM Oat was more like a tiger 
than a cat111 He was big and fiereeo Once when 
he got into th& dogs t home he scratched the 
dogs' eyes~ ate their food and even tore down 
their beds. All the dogs were afraid of Tom Oat o 
What was poo~ frightened Spot to do? 
Spot watched quietly as Tom Cat picked at the 
door. Slowly it swung open~ Tom Cat.'· crept injjl 
,,. 
Then he tvent to wo~ke He scratched at the walls 
and was just about to finish the dog food "t..hen 
Spot started barkingo Spot barked and ba:rkedo 
He barked so long and so loud. that Tom Oat be ... 
~ame frightens do All Spot lm.ew was that he had 
< 
to sc:Hu~e Tom Cat awaye 
n:rr I do not$} Tom Oat will spoil the 
dog house 11 19 thought Spot" Spot ehued Tom Cat 
round and round, and .finall7 ou.t the dool"'o JU.~t 
then Mrs& Wolf came Yrrith her old broom~ "ScatD 
scat9 " she scolded as she chased Tom Oat awaye 
"Here Spot~ hel?e good dog, gv called 
l.frs.,Wolt 
i1Wha.t a wonderful dog you araB" she 
exclaimedo "Come into the house and have some 
delicious meato" Spot had never been treated 
like this before~ 
When Mr. Wolf returned home his wife 
told him all that had happanede Mta. Wolt was 
pleased with Spot~ 
"Well Spot9 " he said, "you certainly 
are a wonderful dogo You t-rere so good at chasing 
an enemy I think you would be good at chasing the 
animal in our next hunt:e" Mr. Wolf' contizm.eds · 
"You may not be able to retrieve the animal9 but 
you can lead the retrievers to her,'' 
Spot could hardly believe his earso Be 
was ~eally going to go on a hunt0 
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THE CARNIVAL 
Once upon a til'rla there 1r1u a grq~ 
happy carnivalc It traveled by day and 'nS.ght 
·to many small towns., It -w1ent to cities 9 tooo 
There wexre many· people in this Ca19ni$ 
vale Each one had a job to doc 
~e:re were barkers, trape~.s artistsg 
bareback riders~ tamers of lions ~d tigerso 
~ey all lived in trailers ~d tents 
whenever they stopped in a towne 
· One evening Tony~ the lion t•er f) . was 
taking an evening walk afte~ the show was ovw ~ 
He h&al?d a crackle e wFi!'e J a Fin J 
W~ must send out an aJ.arm.an he yelled~ "'l'hs 
carnival will be ruined by the firee" 
Tony saw the trapeze men coming to 
help~ nwe will have to get the horses outj" 
said the meno 
The flames leaped high into the night 
skyo All of a sudden WhGn Tony looked again~ 
he saw a little monkey J?W:m.ing in circles Q He 
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was badly frigntsnedc Tonw called to h~o 
"Jocko! Come hereS And I will take 
ca:~?e of you!" 
The monkey hearod Tony. He ran and 
jumped up on Tony v a shoulder-o 
-
"To the holOses in said To~ to the 
trapeze meno 
"Over hers!" said Jim~ ·the head trapeze 
~e men hu~ried to the corral~ 
10Whee .... e-ee! t? the horses whinnied., 
vayou take TomD" Tony y-elled to Jim~~~ 
Tom was the leader of the horseso He led the 
b~eba.ck riders in the ringo They could not 
afford to lose himo 
~e trapeze men poured buckets of water 
on the tire everywheree ~ey went to see the 
cages of the lions and tigers and took the 
animalS out<ll They kept them on theil" leashes o · 
All the circus people who had gone to 
bed were &.1-take nowo They were worried about 
thai~ gay ca.r.nivalo ~ey were worried about 
the~ tents and tPailerso 
4o 
... .3 .., 
Most of all, however-, they t>aanted to 
save the~ friends and each othe~o 
Now the fire engines t-lere arriving 
trom Pleasantville~ Pleaaantville liked the 
carnival and the carnival people~ The »layor 
l~S riding on the front seat of the fire truck~ 
"Where is Tony, t~ lion te.m.ar?" he 
called to the trap~ze men. 
"Is he sate? Are all the femilies 
out ot danger?'' 
Jitri, P ame up to the Mayor and said, 
n All are sate$ • Everyone is ·out. You have 
helped us save our carnival.J" 
· All the children who had mothers and 
father's in the carnival were happy~ 
Jim$s twins, Betty and s~, were 
not worried any more about the tigers ·being 
loose or escaping. 
The animals were happyo The little 
monkeys danced and danced,. 
'.rony said to all the peoples "Let's 
have a celebration§ OUr carnival has been 
savedl We thank the Mayor and the Fire Depart-
ment ot Pleasantville to'!! coming to our rescue. te 
.. , ... 
T.he -Mayor was pleasedo He liked the 
way the ~apeze artists and bareback riders and 
tamers of lions and tigers had been brave men. 
He liked the way the carnival women had helpedo 
Toney had been brave~ tooo ~ey had helped their 
babies to safetye 
All the carnival tents were gone~ But 
the flames did not reach the trailers. 
At last all ·i;;he fil?e engines had ~a­
turned to the towne The Mayor lutd said good night 
and promised to have a celebration for the carnival 
people soon$ 
Tony and Jim were so happy fJ and all 
their carnival friends o 
T.ne next day thew would buy new tentso 
They would get ready to continue on their travels 
by day and nighte But .first they would be sur ... 
p'l!isedo T.ney did not know that tne Mayor was 
planning to give each man a medal tor courage 
during the fire$ 
The carnival would alt,yays be a gay, 
happy carnival because the people w~e brave and 
PICO PETE 
Pico Pete was a cowboy Who lived in the 
Westo He lived on King Ranch in Lost Canyon in 
W.,om±ngQ He had a horse named Tom and a white 
pony named Stallion~ Be lived with his grand!'ath.ero 
His father and mother had died when he was e igb.t 
years old. They were killed in a train wrack· in 
l4yoming" 
one day Pico Pete got a good suppl7 
ot food and loaded Tom,..· He put his knapsack and 
gun on the saddle, too o He started out along the 
Black Trail. He wanted to observe his grandtather~s 
cattle in the gully below~~ Sometimes rustlers would 
try to steal themo 
Pico Pete ·thought about the ranch life u 
he r~de alongo He remembe~ed that his grandfather 
se.id there might be trouble soon~ for the tr~ater was 
getting low in the ~lly~ Toney ~st decide what to 
do about this ~roblem, as well as be ready for 
rustlers. 
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Sometimes Pico Pete thought he would 
like to visit a city in the East and sse what a 
city boy doss and walk on the 'sidewalkse But Pico 
Pete knew he would miss his horse and pony9 as it 
would be impossible to ride them in a city~~~ So 
he rode along quite happily. 
'~Hi ... yii n yelled another cowboy!> pulling 
up out of a cloud of dust beside himG 
S~ JoneS rOdS byD galloping faSto 
"Hi .... y.ii" returned Pieo Pete. rais the 
t'IYater risin.g?u 
"l~oi" said SQ.M.o "Follow me! I~m. 
looking for a new wate~ hole tor mw cattle!" 
so Pico Pete joined Samo Be and Sam 
had g~own up together in Lost Canyon. Sam. could 
lasso any bronco easily~ He waa only ten but 
a strong yo'l'mg cotstboy~ 
They gallopedo A canyon loomed up in 
.front ot theme 
"Let 11 s look dot-m there~ n said sea, 
~ 
pointing to a stream shining dotm below the canyon0 
P:teo Pete led his horae over the rocky· 
l'.l.tU"row tFail carefully. 
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TO!il stumbled but tb.en continu.ed. on the 
ledge, waiting for Petets directionsc 
Suddenly Sam lillhouts_d, ''There f1·s no wate~ 
there at alli 19 
.Pieo .P~te saidB ''What? No water 1 Let w s 
turn back and head fo~ home~~ 
-Sam looked. up &.t the sq., Dark clouds 
were gathering~~ He looked at P!co Pete and sa.id9 
•ewe are stranded here, P:tco Pete<ll !l'.b.ose clouds 
may mean a. tornado~# n 
Pico Pete said, ratve will be safer here 
than up on the ledge e li 
"Right you. are! 11 said Sam, 
~a two young cowboys tied tneir horses 
to s. scrub tree in th® eanyono They patted their 
horses e The horses whinnied.., They pawed th~ 
ground" They knew something was WJ:~ongQ 
SUddenly a gust of wind swirled all 
~ound. them~ It was full of bFQ~ and yellow 
smokeo 
"A tornado 4 vw said the cowboys 4? 
nit's going around us 0 " said S~ 
"Lets s ride back be tore a new one 
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comes B •a said Peteo 
They jumped on the~ horsea and started 
back on the Black Trail toward their ranches 1n 
the valley~ They galloped and galloped and 
.gallopade ~en they stopped to let the ho~es rest 
for a few m&nutes~ However, it wasnet long for 
bo·th cowboys were anxious to get hom.eo 
Soon they saw King Ranch in the distaneeo 
Pieo Pete saw figw..,es movingt~ He wondered if his. 
~and.tathe:r had captured some r-ustlers~ 
Now they reached the ris a 1n the land 
and were nearly hc.m.ec Surely enougb.9 there was 
Pioo Pete's szaandtather!> his shot gun at his side., 
holding six :rustlerso !J!b.ere was the sheztift, too\1) 
"Did you bora find water?*0 he aekedo 
'vNo, tt they repliedi) 
"lrevel? mind as long as you t1i'Sre not 
stranded in the gully and escaped the winds," 
said the grandfathero He was glad to sse his 
~andson safely home~ 
At·~er the sberiff took the ro.s tlers to 
the town jail, Sam had a supper ot hot Mexican 
foo~ $D.d eorncakes with Pieo Pete and his grand ... 
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fatheJ? before an open fireo 'lb.ey ware ready for 
new adventurao When would it come again? 
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THE ANIMAL FAIR 
Tb.e chickens were crowing moxae than 
usualo The rooster was cawing more than usualQ 
Tl:e. cows t-rere moo ... ing more than usual. ~e 
horses t.rere hee .... hawing ~ore than usual. There 
certainly was noise and confusion in Fa~~ 
Brown\Js farnwardo Eve:cy-~!n&· and eveeyone was 
a~ting in a unique W&Yo Nothing was as it 
should beo Th.e animals should have been uleep 
in their beds at this hOl:dr of the day!\' 
Jack heard tb.e noise early 1n the 
morning before anyone losa.s awake. He crept 
quietly and earef1,1lly toward the barn yardo He 
was a little bit afraid, but he just had to find 
out What the noise was abouto 
"Vlb.at is this?" asked Jacke> There be ... 
fore his eyes he saw all the animals dancing about o 
"How unique!J n Jack thoughto rvWh;r it is 
not even time to milk th.e cows. " Jack spoke to 
his pet rooster Good ... Mortting Bird. 
Good-Morning Bird looked at Jack in 
4-8 
surprise... "kJ.b.y didn't you knowD today is the 
day of the animal fair, ti cawed the ~oostero 
n Animal Fair?" cried Jacko w:c never 
heard of it .. " 
"stay and wateho 
animals do their ~ickso" 
You will see the 
Jack did ~st tbato 
He stayed and watched& He had never seen the 
animals acting in this unique way lll 
"What game is ·t;his ?n asked Jacko 
"!eb.is is a Versa tile Oon tes t 1 " said 
the :rooster. nAll the animals do their tricks., 
T.b.e ones th.a t they think are their 'bes to The 
one who can do the be$t and most tricks, is 
the td.nner~ He is crowned King of the Animal 
Yard bacaus~ he is the most versatileo" 
As Good-Morning Bird told Jack this 9 
he flew away to join his friendso 
Jack watched with surprise.. After 
all the animals did their tricks, Spotted Cow 
named the winner& 
:It l'ras Bl&ck Sbaep. Farmer Brown 
had bought Black Sheep just last week from. 
Mr. Sm1tho Mi?o Smith was the farmer dot~n the 
ro 
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x-oad. He and his family were moving at.Ye.y next 
weeko That tvas w~ Mr. Smith had sold Black 
Sheep to Farmer B:oot-n • 
Black Sheep certainly was the most 
•· 
versatile. He could roll over tbreei t~es withe 
out stopping. Black Sheep eould jump and stand 
on his hind legs"' Black Sheep could sing the 
tune of a song Tid th his 29Btaa.s. Baaf Baa"" 
nyes, vv thought Jack, '0l3la.ck Sheep is 
the most versa.til~ animal on my father's !.'arm." 
"We will l'l.(JW have otw final ma!"Ch in 
a circle:t n called. ~potted cowo All the animals 
rushed to find the:!.r partners., Two by two.o arm. 
in arm the animals marched around., 
v1W'$ll~ tt said Spotted Cow:~ after a few 
minutes of ~bingo· ~It is time for us to re-
tlll'n to our homes¢ Farmer Brow:q will be coming 
soon to start his wo:rk dayo He must find us in 
our homes, not here in the barnya~"' " ~e 
animals returned to their beds & 
Something strange ha.ppenedo "Where 
am I?'i asked Jack. He jumped and looked all 
IU"oundfl wu'Why' I am 1n my own bed,'' cried Jack~ 
5o 
t4.b.a t had happened? lrJas the Animal 
Fair real? Jack did hot knot-re Perhaps it was 
just a dream9 Ye.s, Jack was sure it had happened 
when he told his friends about it in school the 
next dayo 
What do you think? wm.s Jack Dxteami:og? 
Boston Uni ve .... ~' •-y 
School of Ed~O-w-vn 
Library 
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TEE BOLGI~A IMN 
I 
I 
! 
I 
A long time ago thel"e was a lit~la 
i boy nWMed Tony who lived in a village by ~e 
sea. Be was qUite a smart boy. Even tho+ 
he WaS YOUDgD he had learned to play the urelel&e 
He liked to make up songs as he strummed o~ the 
I 
strings.., one of his favorite songs was, 
"Ma' f'i~st name is Ton7 
And I like i;o ~ide m:y pony o " 
one day~ a.e he sat by the "t-:ater 
I t-:atehing the waves splash against the ~ock$$ he 
noticed a boat sailing toward the docko ~ it 
I 
was a man he had never seen beforeo He kn$w all 
I 
! 
the men from the village.., But, the most j 
I mysterious part about it all was the packa$e 
I 
the stranger was cti:rry:lng under his arm. Wever 
I 
! 
I ~iek17 he picked up his ukelele land 
had Tony seen such a long thin package~ 
I ran toward the dock. 1 
I The stranger didn't seem. to mind )men 
I 
Tony said, "Excuse m.e, Sir, but what are yoh 
I 
I 
! 
cs.rryi:ng in such a long bag?'t 
' 
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"It's my lunch, Boy 4l My lunch, •r 
said the mans 
"Your lunch in a package t.b.l?ae .teet 
long?n he asked$ 
"Suret~ n replied the mane 11ItSs bolognao 
It as bologna. rr 
'.rony looked puzzled and saidJJ nl*lha t t? a 
that?" 
"You know. You cut off a piece and 
put it between two slices of breade And then 
you eat it. You eat it&" 
It was easy to see Tony had never 
heard o:f such a thing~ so, the strange~ made 
a sandwich for him,p rigb..t then and tbereo 
"My goodness In he thougb.t!J "~t 
certainly is goodo Itts about the best thing 
I•ve ever tasted~" 
He picked up his ukelele and sang, 
'vMy t.:irst name is To~ 
And I like to eat bolognaf)" 
~en the man left the village as 
mysteriously as he had eomee 
After several years, Tony grew up to 
be a fine young man. He still played and sang his 
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\ 
I 
songs but none seemed to be as bright and ~ay 
as the song about the bolognao 
I 
The time had come for Tony to gol out 
! 
! 
into the world and make his own living. s;mc e 
I 
! 
there was not much to do in his village, ~e set 
I 
out in search of work :tn a far a:~vay city~ ! As 
I 
he walked t~ough the streets of' that cityj, he 
was surprised to meet an old friend. 
stranger who landed on the dock -in his 
village, long ago. 
i 
It w~s the 
I 
I litfle 
I 
' ! 
The man was quite old, by now11 ahd when 
I 
he found that Tony was looking for- a.job, h~ said, 
I, 
I 
18 I have just the thing fo~ you~) Boy., JUstl the 
I 
thing4l n 
\ 
i 
vlhen Tony found out. What it was, I he 
I 
wished he had his ukelele with h:!mo He co.U.ld 
make up a fine song for this good news., 
i 
Ybu see., 
I 
I 
the stranger, who really wasnot a.··strangerl any 
i 
more, had told Tony he needed someone to rtJm his 
! 
factory tor him$ He wanted someone who w~ld 
I 
i 
really enjoy the worko He was sure Tony w~uld~ 
I 
You see, in his .f'actoey- he made bologna.eo .. 
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PATTY'S PRO~NADE 
Patty lived many years ago when :our 
country was just beginningo 
! 
Her brother, ~aek, 
i 
' her mother, end her .rather built a little ~arm-
' i houses It was near a little town not far t'rom. 
! 
t'IThere you B.l'e li v1ng now 0 They worked veey hard 
i 
' to ~ow food to eat. T.hey made their own ~lothes~ 
! 
i 
' 
Nearly everyone made what they worse 
I Patty was very happy on the tar.m~ sne 
' i loved to ride the horse across the fields $nd 
I 
I down by the rivero Not many exciting th1n$s 
i 
happened in the little towno But there wa.' one 
thing that happened every yearc It was m~e ex-a 
i 
citing than anything else. EveF,yone looke4 for-
' 
ward to it with great joy. i It was the dance held 
once a yea:r at the town hellG 
~is year it was to be more exciting 
! 
I 
than ever. George \\{t'lshington was coming"' !He 
. I 
had led the men when they bad fought to zma.lite our 
i 
i 
country .free. He was asked to e cme becaus~ the 
~.~ ' i 
town had bought one oX the new f'lagso ~lll wanted 
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him to ~e there \>¥han the-y'raisad :i.tS) 
The dane e was to be after t~t "~ The 
m~st exciting part tor P&tty was to happen at 
the dance., The g:trl who made the pre·ttiest . 
. , ... {·,. 
<Wess was to lead the promenade t-rith George 
washingtono All the gi~ls wondered with great 
speculation. '\1fho :1 t would be o Everyone t-.rorked 
:hB.J?d trying to make the best dresso 
Hot-1 Patty wanted to ti'j.n. She thougb.t 
. often of the pzaomenade o She could see hal"self' .. 
leading it with Mt'to liJashingtono She though~ S~;nd 
thought but could not think of a way to make th~ 
pl'ettiest d:i?esso She talk~d to her hoFS$ about 
it as she ~ode across ~he tieldo 
"I hope I em think of something, w~ 
·.said Patty. She slid off he~ horse and began to 
pick berries o She tfas thinking so hard that sbs 
. . . I . ' . . 
. did not see that the red berries were making her 
White dress all redo 
v¥oh dear, I have spoiled nry best d.::ressljl 
'; ! 
:'N~w l will nevex• get to the dance..,'1 All at once 
Ps.ttty looked again at her> drasE!a. It made her 
think of a plan., She quickly turned t:b.e horse 
for home and ran to tell her mother of her plano 
In the next we elm Pe. t1ty woxaked hard 
picking berries and cutting and sewing.. She 
would not show her father or b:rothexz wl:lat she 
"tfait until the day of the dance," 
.said .Pattyo wThen you will seef;" 
It seemed as though the day would 
never come~ They had looked forward to 1 t with 
such speculation that the days seemed longer~ 
Patty worked very bard and finished her ~ess on 
the day of the c aro.ing ot George ttTuhingtonl!l How 
she wanted to lead the promenades 
She carried her dress in a box to put 
it on at her auntis house who lived in to~lno 
' 
Nothing must happen to ito GeoFge Washington 
was in town when they got t~re~ He was tall 
a.nd smiled at all the childreno \ib.en the time 
came to put on the dresses for the promenade, 
.Patty was so excited that her mother had to butm 
ton.her dressa It did look beautifulo 
l'lfhen she got in line with the other 
girls, ever,yone looked at her~ 
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"Baauti.fulJ '0 they were sayingllt 
"JUst right, 11 said some others~ 
Washington looked at all the girls 
carefull7~ Ever.yone waited t~th speculationo 
Finally he came and stood beside Pattyo 
ni choose this girl," he said., nShe 
has chosen the oolo~a of our new flag for her 
dress e They are redg whi ·te and blue. n 
It was true~ Patty had used the 
berries to color pa~t of her White dress rede 
She had sat-.rad a. piece o£ blue cloth mother had 
given her B.Pound the bottom. She did look like 
the new flag. hveryone agreed that she had won.a 
They all clapped.-. 
George washington took her hand and 
went into the town hall., How proud Patty was of 
her dress. But she was even prouder of her 
country's flag. It still waves over the little 
tcwn Where Pattyos great~grandchildren live today$ 
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THE MOUSE IN THE MOON 
Just about everyone has hea.zad of the 
Man in the r-1bono But, if you haven~t heard of 
the Mouse in the l-ioon, itts because he was there 
for only a short ttme. 
It all began one morning when J~, 
a curious little mouse wao liked to eat~ 
happened to see a c~owd of people gathered 
around a big silver and blue rocket shipe 
"Why is everyone so excited?" he 
wondered,. 
He soon found out that there was to 
be an expedition to the moon,. 
''An expedition to the moonR '' he 
thought., "OhJ 'What a wonderful place fo:tt a. mouse 
to liveq" You see, he had heard that the moon 
was made of green cheese. And~ you lalow how 
mice like cheese. 
QUickly but very quietly, Jimmy 
crawled past all the people and right through 
the door of the big rocket sh:tpGl Now, he was 
part of the expeditionGl His mouth began to water 
as he thought of all that green chesseo 
TheFe was a great deal of exei tement 
as the Captain and his. tvto men boarded the shipo 
~ere was even more excitement when they heard 
the count downo TEN o NINE. EIGHT o S~"VEN o SIX o 
FIVE. FOUR. THREE. TWO.. ONE~ BLAST OFFI 
Jimmy was on his way to the moono 
It seemed as though the t~ip was taking 
longer than it shouldGl However tJ one day, J'imm;r 
.could tell by the way the Captain was giving order.s 
that they were ready to land~ 
The door of the silver and blue rocket 
ship flew open and they all went out to look 
around. Jimtr1y saw that the~e was no cheese heree 
All he could see was a sign that said& "THIS W'AY 
TO THE MARTIAN HOTEL"c That"'s when :ard the 
Captain say~ "We tpe not on the moono We •ve landed 
on Mel;,$ o '' 
Soon there were Martians appearing from 
everywhere~ ~ey wanted to get a look at this 
strange thing that had landed on their pl.anet. 
The captain of the expedition explained 
to the mayor of the town that they had lost theizt 
' . 
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way to the moon$ 
While the men were talking~ Jimmy 
was busy looking things ove:EJo He noticed that 
there ~.rare no cats on Mars, But as nice as 
that may seem to a mouse he also noticed that 
there were no Maz'tian mice.. "It wouldnrlt be 
wch fun living here.," he said to himself. He 
wanted to gat back on the ship and head for that 
cheeseo 
The Martians were very helpful people o 
They gave the Captain directions that would 
surely get them to the moon4) 
"You canst miss it, 11 the Mayor shouted 
as the doo~ to the big rocket ship was closing~ 
And, they didnflt m:is s it~ The Martians 
had given them veFy good directionse 
~ey planned to stay on the moon for 
one montha That meant J~ had a little more 
than four weeks to fill up on cheese o And~' the 
best part was that he had it all to himself o · 
It tasted so good on the first day, ha 
thought he might never go back to Eartho v~t a 
t-IOnder.ful place 8 There was no one to bother him 
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green cheese for breakfastD dinner» and supper 
every day for 31 days$ J~ was in such a hurry 
to get back home he was the first on board the 
day they were to returne 
He didn9t know if the three men ever 
planned to go back to the moon again but he did 
know that he wanted to stay Where the food was 
different each day, even if he had to hunt for it~ 
and where there were lots of friends to share ito 
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THE R.l]STLll:SS TMIDOURINE · 
Tommy TmuboUJ."':Lt1.a·· p.~ayed · in a very 
'• ··: 
good bande They often played·for the boys and 
girls at school a~d at the ball game3~ Everyone 
in town liked the band ve~y mucho Tb~ Tambou~ina 
played in the las·t rot-1 bes.;td.s the big drumo The 
big ~um was his very best friend. When the man 
tmo led the band waved his stick,. the band tr-Yould 
begin to play<~> 
The horns played and the dru..ms played 
and the tambo'l:trines played very well and veey 
loudlye They made such a tu.mult that the women 
lrlOUld come to theixa "td.ndol,rs and tap thai~ feet to 
the song c> To:m.my was happy in the band, but he was 
very mischievous~ 
He did not always watch when the man 
waved his stick for the band to play. He was 
often late to stazot the song. Since he was late 
in starting, he was often late in finishing the songo 
The mwnts face who led the band would get very rede 
He would say in a loud ~tnispa~$ "Tommw 
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Tambourine9 s·top that tumult., Stop it rigbt 
nowtt" 
T~ thought this was very ftmny be-
cause the man had a very round and fat face., 
. When he wbispered1 he :filled his cheeks with air 
and looked.even fatter., Tommyus mother always 
told him to be more carstulo Tommy always said 
he woulds but h~ always forgote 
One day the band was asked to play at 
a very big faire ~ey played their songs over 
and over so that they could play them well .. 
Toi31'ff1Y did not bother because he thought he knew 
them all~ He did not even play the new song or 
listen When the band played ite The big ~ 
talked to To:mmy about it$ but he just laughedo 
"I knots! how to play that song. It is 
"It•s·not so ee.syD 11 said the friend. 
'~ereD look at itQw 
"I cannt right now~ '0 said ToiiltflY~ "I 
must go and get washedo I told mother that I 
t40uld wash ver,r well so that I will look bright 
:for the f'a.izt tomorrcw .. " 
... 3 ... 
T.he big drum sc~atehed his head with 
the big drum stick. 
•vyou had better leam to play the song 
somettme1 Tommy," he saide 
*'Oh, no#" said To:rt!.UlYQ "I know it is 
easy. I donut need to leam ito ru He rolled o£f 
making loud noises to get washed for the big day$ 
At last it arrived. All the band was 
very excited. The man who waved the stick had on 
his very best clothes and his big red face was 
sbin±ng like a big red apple. At least that is 
what it looked like to TOmmy. 
The band rolled down the street playing 
a song that Tommy knew walla He played very 
loudly 1n the right places and the man smiled 
happily at him a Tommy Tambourine e s mother was 
happy too. She was sure Tommy must kno~r all the 
songs.. 1~en they got ·to the fair, they sat right 
in the middle of the people and everyone stopped 
to listen. 
Tbe man picked up his stick to start the 
musieo Toll!l'D.y watched and played the .fil"at lines 
very welle But all at once he came to a new kind 
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of note. He had never seen it before. It looked 
like this: 
Oh well, thought To:rt!ll11, it must mean to 
play good and loud e.n.d he dide He played ten 
notes good and loud. Then he thought something 
was f'unny. No drums, no horns., and no other tam-
bourines ware playing" The big drum had ita 
sticks over its ears. TOmlllJ''s mother was hiding 
behind one of the horns., Th.e man tfho waved the 
stick, ·looked redder than To:mllly had ever seeno 
"Stop it.. Stop that tumult.~~ Tommy Tam$ 
bour:Lnee Stop that tumult right now." He didn't 
have to ask again. Tommy stopped and looked 
around<b Ever~ne was laughing at the bando 
Tommy felt vary badlyo He rolled over to the 
tree and stood behind ito 
When it was over, he told the man how 
sorry he was and asked what kind of notes the 
new ones were" 
Those aren't notes, 11 said the man. 
"Those are rests. Big long restso" 
Tommy learned his lesson and was never 
a restless tambourine againo 
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A HUNTING ADVENTURE 
Brave Boy was a little Indian boy~ 
His ve~ best friend was Keloo lalo and 
Brave Bo7 liked to dream of the time when 
tney would go hunting like the y~ braves 
of the tribae It was the hunting season and 
the boys were ~earning big dreams. At last 
.Kelo $aid~· ''~ttl's go hunting~ Brave Boy!" 
veou.:r;. bows are not very strong, Kelo, " 
replied Brave Boy~ 
11 Oh, I don • t mean to shoot buffalo 
ad bears, Brave Boy-, just small animals like 
squ:.'l.rrels and rabbits," said KeloGI 
"Perhaps we might even shoot a wild 
turkey, Kelo~ What fun it would bel" said 
Brave Boy$ "Let•s go$" 
So off they wentE 
These little Indian boys lived in 
the forest where there were plenty of game 
animals. But today there wer<& no small anSmals 
ax-oundQ Deeper and deepal"' they kept· going into 
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the .forestj\) 
nx wonder where the rabbits and 
squir~els ~e," said !eloo 
"Perhaps they heard the hunters and are 
hiding," suggested Brave Boy"' 
As they huwied on through the !'ores t, 
Xslo anx1ou$ly said, "vie '.re quite far from our 
hom.es, Brave Boy~ Do you think we should go 
home?" 
"Let•s go a little tarther, Kelo," 
said his friend. n~ere :we sure~ some x-abbits 
or something we can hunte " 
On and on they went until they came to 
the .foot of the mounta:i.no Higb.el" up they saw a 
patch of yellow f'ure 
"see the patch ot yellow ~~ Kelo!" 
said Brave Boy. "Maybe it's a young fox. n 
Eagerly they climbed up the side of tha 
mountaino My-1 this was a long, hard elimbl But 
the:y were getting closer and closw to that patch 
o:t yellow fur they had seen4 Kelo stopped. How 
frightened he looked! 
"What is the matter., Kelo? 11 asked 
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Brave Boyo 
Kelo answered in a whispe~, "It's 
a lynx, Brave Boy! ~ father said that onl'f 
ave~ strong young brave could overcome a lrnx~" 
Brave Boy looked up a.t the lymte 
It was a magnificent antmal and st~ong-looking~ 
too11 JU:st then the lynx saw the boys. It 
erouch~d on the ledge above them~ ~e boys 
didn't feel lik& very brave hunters then~ .How 
could they ever overcome this magnificent beast? 
The lynx looked as it it tiere going to spring 
at them. The animal kept looking at the boys41 
Just then Kelo who had been quietly 
edging away from the ly.a.Jt~ stumbl~d. and i'ellG 
The sudden move upset the lpnt41 He sprang. Then 
something stz>ange happened.. While the Itynx was in 
mid·a~s he roared painfully~ His magnificent 
body landed with a thud eloae to the boys. An 
arrow passed through his heart, killing the beasto 
OUt .f~om the trees stepped Brave Bo7iS 
father. Be had been looking foro the boys. He 
had al'rived just in time to save th~ Brave 
Boy and Kelo were very happy to sea Great HUnter, 
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Brave Boy's te:ther. 
The two boys decided that hunting 
was indeed the job of the braves~ Hereafter 
they would be satisfied to play tba games that 
l'lfould help them grow and teach them to become 
strong and biAave young men~. 
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Saturday afte:rnoon finsJ.ly cameo 
Jane and Bob had been 't'll'aiting eagerl7 for this 
dayo ~eir pa.rents8 JYbtl'o and ~s(l Green:t had 
promised to take the twins for a ~ide on tbe 
new t'u.rnpike and to camp oval? night o 
Jane and Bob had studied the plans 
of the highway in the newspapero Toney learned 
that there were picnic ~ounds, places to buy 
food and gasoline and places to sleep on this 
super roado 
Their father had told them that a 
great deal of time was saved because towns and 
cities wer$ bypassedo People could travel at 
a faster rate of speed because there wouldn't 
be any obstacles on the road. Cars wouldn't 
have to be stopping for ligb.tsg heavy traffic 
and pedestrians~ 
99A11 abo~d," cvied ~. Green. 
The twins Opened the doo:tts and each 
took a s~at by a windowo They didn't want to 
7l 
miss anythinge Mother placed boxes of food in 
back of their station wagono Father helped with 
the camping equipmento 
"We're off 11 " sang the twins o 
They- didn D t have · .. to travel very fe:I! 
bafo~e tb.ejf reached an exit to the 'ii'twnpike. 
"~pike straight aheadg 
Nol"'th, first rigb.ti) 
South~ second right# 11 the twine read 
aloud,. 
Soon the:r approached the toll gateo 
Men in uniform wa~e. passing out tickets and 
collecting moneyo 
"One9 two 9 th.Ji::'ee ... there are ·aix 
laneso ~ee on each side divided by an island 
of grass," Bob shoutedo 
The twins were thz.tilled by the ;in .... 
teresttng and scenic sights$ 
19trJha t beautiful trees i Look how 
to red~ orange and yellowb tt exclaimad Ja;n.e~ 
"It ts Autumn," replied Bobo f9The 
season between summer and winter.," 
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The children decided to have sn 
animal contesto They were passing many f~o 
Bob and Jane named all the animals they could 
se0~ T.Uere were horses~ cows, rabbits, goats 
and chickens o Mother was score keepe~o Bob 
Swish sh sh~ Whiz z z., Jane and Bob 
soon diseovered these s ~ange noises were coming 
f~am the huge t~ailer t~cks and buses passing 
them byo These sounds made thei:r ear vibra.te9 
The twins held on tight~y to their seats o 
"This is like riding an am.usement at 
the fail'o What funi" they shoutedo 
' 
Shiny new tall buildings could be 
seen in both direetionso 
"I shall be working in that round 
shaped building straight ahead next month,~~ et. 
said Dad~ "Many places of business have moved 
here .fz>om the busy citieth" 
MOther noticed the time& 
rvliie better stop at the next picnic 
area for dinner~ '1 
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Mro G~een went from second lane to 
fi~st.. As $oon.as they app~oached the pienie 
~ounds they pulled over to the side of the ~os.dc 
Eve17one got out and st~~tehed\1) 
While Mrs~ Green was setting the-
picnic table the twins noticed the different 
colored ~e~ plates on baek of ~~e autcmobileso 
~ ;~ 
"Each state has a. diffe:ttent oolo~fl" 
Dad statede 
He helped the twins read some of the 
states,. 
"People are t~a.veling from ever.rWhere,n 
the twins commentedo 
"D:llm.er is ready~" 
AS they ate, Bob and Jane saw that o1iMl? 
families were enjoying themselves close byo 
Soon tne Green family were offo 
B$£o:re l~ng., ·they came to a camping siteQI 
"We;re hen:tt n shouted the twins with 
gleeo 
JW'eeyona helped Dad with the camping. 
equ!pmento Before long the tent was pitched 
and thai~ sleeping bags were made ready~ 
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At a distance the lights f~o.m the 
oncoming cars and trucks looked like ~acins 
st~s .. 
No matter whe~e the twins gazed9 the 
stsrs seemed to twinkle about~ T.hes0 bright 
11gnts made them droWS7o 
"Goodnight Mother and Dad~ tie 
really enjoyed oursslveso ~ank youo" 
'Jlle twins crawled in·to their sleeping 
bags and fell fast asleep. ~heir eyes were 
we217<> Th&7 ha.d been busy all day explQ~illg· 
the 't:.urnpike o 
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MRo GRAY 
1he third ~aders were going to see 
a film strip at ten otlclock in the momingo 
!Ihey had been learning about the habits of 
an:.tm.als in nai:iu.I'a s tudyo 
'!he bell finally rang and the children 
filed to the a:~di tor:lum.o I!.'ve ry-one took his seat 
quietly and waited for Mr o Day to run the film 
stripe 
vtThe title of the picture is "MJ.o~. Gray'1o 
Let's see how many new :rae ts we can .find out, 1' 
said Mro Dayo 
~e children had no difficulty reading 
the words under the pictureso 
"One cool morning Mro Gray popped his 
head out of doors- to cheek the temperature<» The 
red line in the thermometer was falling rapidlyo 
He stuck his head in quieklyo 
' ~e cold weather ~sally didn~t dis-
turb him because his new coat was almost fully 
grown and ready- to wear for tdntero 
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He was lucJq o .Ever:y year he got a 
new on eo How handsome and proud ~. Gray was 
with his gray soft coat trimmed with white 
underneath6 His exquisit@ gray bushy tail 
was sprinkled with white at the very tipo 
He was especially thankful fo~ his 
tail~ Without it9 there would be d~saste~o 
Mr. Gray wouldn~t be able to defend or protect 
himself' from his enemies~ tha OlV"l, the t"lGasel, 
·and the hawk,. That was his weapon for escapeo 
it enabled him to climb and bal.a.nce himself 
easilyo 
His home at this time -vras situ.ated 
on one of the highest branches of a tree" It 
looked like a bushel basket... Mr. Gray did the 
construction hi~elfo His building materials 
were twigs and leaves. The walls were very tn1cko 
In one he made an entxoance~ 
Now that winter was just around the 
corner many preparations had to be made~ New 
homes had to be selected and food had to be 
gathered~ 
The following day he began to hunt fo'.E! 
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w!nte~ homesQ He inspected each t~ee stump 
caretullyo After l1'll.l.Ch conGide:ration· he made 
his choice".· T.b.are lo.re:re fotir.,. The.se. -hollow . 
tl"'ees:·whf;J_z>e h& made his -wmte%7' homes were. calla~ 
d$ns't. n .. ,. 
"Wh;r· do-you suppose he needs so 
m.~y-?n ·questionf.'d· Mr. Day. n.t.et m.s ·read on and 
find outo 18 
The ebildren ·.xaead on and. soon found 
~- ~ •"\. v ,-• ~. ~ 
' ... -:---' ~ ,. 
:·.'
2:Sei,ng ·. ~ :lnt~lligent ·:animal~ 
Mro Gl'.$.-Y.· ~~~., tba:t. .. :~ .o:Pdea? . to live· he hs,d 
to have food, elothing and -a· home.lli · '· 
. · G~the~ing-.f'ood d~.ing tbe-winter. · .. 
'· '• . ·. . .. · ', . 
t-.rould be a. di.f.ticu:t.t task .because. ·the:re Wa$ 
'·.; ··· .. 
usually a great deal of snow on the g~ound .n 
· B:e -realized that food ·at one home 
' . . 
couldn't last ·:rorever. Tb.ere had to b$:.:·othe~ 
b.o•s whe~ ll,l;s- ~upply at one ~as· depletedo · · · 
2> · 1he ·next day he ·l-.ra,a ·-ve"t7' !b VfJry busy 
gathering nuts and ac~s" It took a long. ~·­
~in!~· becau~e::ha .Co1!1d.· only :ca~:ey, .on& nut- Q~· 
acol'n- a.t ·11 ,t~s~ 08$1 you ilm\gine :how~~ 
trips he, had· ·to·ma.ke?" · -~ ·. 
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Many days passed~ Soon Mrc.Gray was 
able to rest because he had supplied his dens 
with plenty of food~ 
One mo~ning as he sat on his hind 
legs nibbling a nut between his front paws he 
though to 
moreo 
"One more job and J:fm finishedo" 
Be began his search for food once 
'~What do you suppos® he did with 
this food? -Read on.s" said Ml'~ D&yo 
Mr" Gray began pounding nuts into the 
ground with his front teeth~ mnese were to 
be secret'placesQ So that other an±mala 
wouldn't find and steal his food- the squirrel 
scattered leaves around his b~ing placeso 
How eleveJ? he wasJ 
Night soon fellt~~ Mre Gray slowly 
climbed the t~eeo He was well satisfied and 
pleased. His work was finishede He could we]. ... 
come Winter without a wor~9 
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"Let v s play at the old fort~ ~~ shouted 
Billy as he ~aced out of his house to g~aet his 
friends Jack and Sandy~~ 
Arm and arm they s.tarted out for adc 
venture/;) Many extraordinary sights were seen 
by the boys at the fort. Things that people 
never believed~ but Jack~ Billy and Sandy be~ 
lievedo;, 
JUst last night Billy had hearod some ... 
thing new that once had happened., 
"More than a century ago# when there 
were soldiers in the fortit '' started Billy, ''and 
tb.e Indians had almost captured them, a golden 
al"'row landed atop the forte A brilliant light 
that shone from it amazed the frightened Indians.., 
With a migh't7 whoop f'l"om the chieftain they fled. 
and the soldiers were saved. No one has tound 
that ~ow yet, granddad said"" 
nT.b.en how do you know the story is 
true?" questioned Jacko "Sounds sort of ex!$ 
traordinaey, not like the things we vve been seeing o " 
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"Granddad never tibs6 Remember tb..e 
time we saw the old pieces of silver in one rusty 
old chest? When we touched them they disappe~ed?" 
"Yes, we do," replied the boys o 
"Well," exclaimed Billy, "it you believe 
that, why don•t you believe the~e was a golden 
eJ:Tow that saved the soldierso" 
"Because we never saw it and 1 t as never 
been f'ou.ndo" 
19Say1 boys, 11 Billy suggested wi t..'I-J. de ... 
light in his voice. "Let • s f'ind that golden 
arrow and prove this stor.1 once and for allo? · 
"Letts go~" they all ag~eed. 
The boys ran helter 3 skel te~ through 
the l«>Ods and across the stream.. Racing up the 
hill, they landed at the log doors of tb& fort • 
. They stopped tor a moment and leaned against the 
door to catch their brea.tho The rusty hinges. 
squeaked and the boys jumped back sta!'tledQ 
"At..r1 that was only 'Jihe hinges:"" said 
Billy. ''Come on~ let's all split up and meet again 
at the north end of the forto" 
nBut what 1£ only one of us finds the 
8l 
arrow and it disappears before the three of 
us have seen it?" asked Sandy~ 
"tve better s·tick together's" said 
Jacko 
For more than an hour the boys 
searched the decaying forte They looked in 
old storaga cra.tes 9 under r_ickety stairs_, even 
in the old well.~ 
tor the soldiers~ 
That one supplied the water 
Dusty and tired they sat in a circle · 
on the cool groundc. 
nwell~ when you .find it fellas," 
started Sandylc) "Tell me all about it. I8m. 
going home o '' 
'~Let e s look a little longer,. You 
know what granddad always saysf) If you really 
truly believe in something 1-1ith all your heart 
it's bound to come true ."£or! youo" 
1tWhat~s that strange noise?" ques~ 
tioned Sandy. 
Tne boys still sat. They were frozen 
in their pla.c&t.i o ~e whir r r r they had heard 
got louder and loud~r.. SUddenly., zing g g Sc 
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e· There it was 9 quivering tn the 
ground where it had stuck fast, right in the 
middle of the circle. It glowed with a strange 
and brilliant light that almost blinded the boyso 
"Let v s take it home~ n suggested Billy 9 
as he leaned .fol'ward to grab 1 t., 
"nonmt touch it Billyo ~o late9 it's 
disappeal"'edo" 
The vision faded and tbs boys were 
looking at the bare ~ound. beto~e them4\ 
"Now, no one 'Will ever believe us," 
said Sandyo 
"trlh.y'd you have to grab it, Bill ? 11 
•~we. couldnSt sit here .forever just 
look:tng at it~ The arrow probably would have 
disappeared$ as soon as we movedo" 
"Do -you know what I think?u said Jacko 
"We saw this so we believe ito Your granddad 
was right, Billyo It you really believ~ some .... 
thing is true fi it will come true for youo" 
"Let~s keep this .for our own secret," 
said Sandyo 
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Ysst erday during our rvTelling Period", 
Susan told us about her birthday surpriseo Her 
birthday was Saturday., She was eight years old@ 
For a week Aunt Jane had been telling her she was 
to have a big surprise., susan could hardly wait 
' 
for her birthday. She couldn't guess what the 
surprise was. 
After waiting and waiting her birthday 
came at lasto susan got up early Sa.turdayo This 
was the day for ~t Jane's sur-priseo Aunt Jane 
came for susan at ten o *clock the. t morninge 
-
"Get dressed in your very best clothes~" 
Aunt Jane said to Susan-o 
It did.n•t take SUsan long to get readyo 
Soon they were on the bus that was going to 
Bostono Saturday is a ver.f busy day in Boston~ 
People wero hurrying here and thereo Aunt Jane 
and susan were h~rying right along wj, th the 
other people~~~ 
Susan and Aunt Jane went to Schraf'tt 's 
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for luneho They had soup1 a sandw1ch9 and a glass 
of milko Just because it was susan's birthdayh 
they finished lunch having a m.arsbm.allot-.r tudge 
sundae~~> After lunch Aunt Jane took Susan 'by the 
hand and said~ "We mu.st huJ.tryol) susan, ott we 011 be 
late to~ yo~ surp~iseo 
With all. the hustle and bustle Su:se.n 
had almost forgotten about the surprise~ ~ere 
were so many tnte~esting things to see in Boston! 
Aunt Jane's magic word "surprise" made SUsan hu~4 
She walked as fast as she eouldb She and Aunt J'ane 
walked across b~oad s~etso ~~ walked down 
streets and turned comers~ At last thc:>y came to 
a theatero 
When they stopped at the thaater9 Susan 
saidg "WhJe Aunt JaneD have you forgotten the s~m 
pxaise?" 
"No, ·Susan, ~~ said her Aunt Jane. "This 
is a special kind of show~ This is a balletJ" 
"Oh1 91 said Susano JUst then she saw the 
pictures of the beautifUl ballerina. "Oh~P isnnt 
she beaut1fu111 Aunt Jane? You think of the most 
wonderful surprises!" exclaimed susano 
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vrwell 9 last year when I saw you do 
yo~ ballet in your dancing school recital~ I 
knet-1 you'd enjoy seei:ng a l?eal ballet11 Susan, n 
said Aunt Jane o 
, I~ 
susan hardly hea;t*d. her aunt~ She 
said excitedly, "Let lis hurry(f we might be late~ n 
. ~-
Just as they walked in, the lights 
lowered, the m.usic began to play 1 and the cw:--
tain want upo susan~s heart beat a little tasters 
Soon the dancers were on the stageq ~ey danced 
in a circleo They eriss~crossed in front of 
each other~ mnen the line of dancers moved back 
toward the e~taino Half of them were on one 
side of the stage~ half were on the other side of 
the stage. They made way for the ballerina who 
How gtJaeafully she danced! Round and 
rou.n.d she swiftly spun~ susan felt she t1Tas 
wirl.ing gracefully SJ?ound on the stage with 
that beautiful ballerinas Oh~ how gracefully 
she danced and swayed8 She was the head ballerina 
Others came out and danced gracefully about., Yete» 
SUsan c.ould think on1y about being the beautiful 
ballerina and twirling so gracefully~ 
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All too soon the show was over. It 
was time for Sus.an to go homeo susan would aJ..,., 
ways relTtamber this biX~thday su.rpviseo It was 
the most wonderful she would ever receive. 
-·· ····~ ...;... .. - ..... 
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Mercury was a beautiful soft black 
ca.to He was a lovable~ mischievol.J.S eato He 
liked his master, l..tho was a boy named BObo Bob 
was nine 7ears oldo He liked Bobts friendt.J, 
too. 
Bob!s friends were Bill and sue 
Pingree. They were twins, and the,- lived on 
Apple Streeto 
Mercury liked best of all to lie in 
the warm sune 
one da7B as he was ssleep and purr~ 
gentl7, he began to drea:mo 
He became a wandering vagabondo He 
joined Popsie, the poodle next door~ ltaho be• 
longed to Bill and SUe., 
Mercu.J.'7 and Popsie found a new 
friend~) named :sutter, who was a soft brown 
and yellow hamatero 
~tter enjo7ed travelD too# and seeing 
the rest of the world. Butter belonged to a 
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girl named Polly~ 
*rcU%7 and Pops1e end Bu.tter walked and 
~.,, 
They were fu away from Apple street now~ 
It was getting d&r'ke !~he raindrops 
started to s,patte~ on the sidewalke Tbey looked 
tor a spot to d:J!1 their fur, which got wet Ve'1f7 
fasto 
Me~c~ wonde~ed it Bob were missing 
Popsie wondered U Bill and sue were 
missing himo 
Butter wonde~ed if Polly were missing 
rrDo lf"OU lik& being a vagabond?" Mel'CUley" 
asked Popsie and BUtte~o 
"Yes, we doJ" 
"All right& Let's keep going then," 
said .Mere'U.17. 
The clouds we~ darkero The lightning 
made zigzag lines across the sky& v 
0-R-A•Cc.XJ went the thundero 
suddenl7 the rain csme down. 
A big truck went byo It almost bJ.t 
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the vagabondso The driver swerved 1n timeo 
Be splashed them and went ono He did not stop 
to see that the poo~ animals were wet and Shivero 
ingo 
Mero.u17 and Popsie .and BUtter began 
to feel a·little afraid. JUst then a friendly 
driver in a b1g yellow taxi came by. 
He tooted, "Honk! Honkl " so that he 
would not ~ over the three vagabonds~ 
He looked at their faces. They 
looked sad. ~e dJ:tiver was a. kind man. Be 
stopped his taxi, which said on the outside in 
big letters "Yellow Checker Cab", and said to 
the vagabondss '8\'lould you three travelers like 
a ride back to town?" 
ttyesl" said the travelerso 
"All righ ta Climb in8 " said the mano 
He was kind and jolly. He let the vagabonds sit 
beside him. They sat up on the i'ront seat$ with 
their tails under them.. 
~e cab driver was nam.ed Peteo lie 
read each collar caref'ullyo 11Home you all go!" 
he said·with a smile. 
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"Hurzv.r 8 w~ have been vagabonds long 
enough, " said Mercury o 
On Apple street the sun became hot. 
,., 1,. Merc1U7 stirredc He waked up and stretched 
laz117~ He looked about himo He was sure he 
had been traveling. He tel t happye He stayed 
in the· sun9 wa1 ting tor Bob to call him. 
He had had such a wonderful dxteamt 
9l 
Pl:JEASANTS IN THE YARD 
.... 
. 
Bob by Harper was e jgb. t years old e.ndo 
until a little while ago, had lived all his 
lite in tbs city., Now~ he, his mother and 
father, and his little sisteJ'I JUdy wwe living 
in a new house in the oountr;ro 
3Ud~ and Bobby liked their new home. 
The7 had nice neighbors and plenty o:r room for 
playing e. 
One m.orni:ng9 thay awoke to find it 
had snowed during the night e Q)lickl;y, BobbY 
ran to· the Wi-ndow to see if' the:re was enough 
snow for·slidtng6 He noticed animal tracks in 
the baeqarde~ 
The ,tracks belonged to a bee.utitu.l 
cock pheasant who had came looking for food~ 
The storm had covered the seeds he usually 
found on the ground~~~ BU.t, in Bobby's ya:rd. there 
was a bush that still had many berries lett on 
ito ThatWs where the pheasant was ---- eating 
those berriese 
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Bobby called to his sister, "Come to 
the w1ndow0 JUdy, and see what we have in ot!.l" 
own-~.J?a.ckyardo '11 
Why~ itis just like tne pheasants we 
saw at the City zoo," said JU.dyo "Isntt he 
beautitu.l?" 
JUst thenll another one came walking 
towEil'"d the bush from around the c aMler of the 
houseo · Now, there t..rere two b;U?ds eating berr1eso 
A few days late~, Mrso Harper had to 
go to the city to do some shopping~ She took 
the childx-en with her so that the;y could visit 
with their old friends Jack and Sallye 
Bobby could ~dly wait to tell bia 
friends about the pheasantso He told about the 
tracks in the yard and the berries on the busho 
Then, because Bobby liked to exaggez-ate, he said~ 
"There must have been about ten ot themi n He 
liked to watch the faces of his friends W:Lo had 
never seen live pheasants except at the zoov 
But then he looked at his sister o Be 
didnSt feel ve~ proud when he watched her face. 
She knew there had been only two birds in the yard" 
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T.b.e next morning, Bobby waited for' 
the pheasants again., S'Ql9e enough, the two 
were Q,ack at the bueh eatingG However. the 
'.· 
berries were almost gonee . 
nw.ny don at you throw some small 
pieces of bread on the ground and see it they 
like it," said Mrso Harper. 
Bobby thought that was a good ideao 
BUt, as soon as he. opened the door the pheasants 
scampered away. ihey retui'ned, thougll, T~>Jhan he 
went into the house and things we:re quiet againQ 
The next m.ornit'lg there were four birds 
waiting· to be fed. A week late~ th&re were seveno 
M'.L"s o Harper bought a. big bag of wild 
bird seed and each morning Ju.d.)" and Bobby put 
teed in the ;rard. Each mo:m. ing there were more 
birds waiting to be ted. 
Soon# the children and Mrs e Harper 
t..rill be visiting the city againo This time 
Bobby wontt have to exaggerate 1fl1en he saya~ 
"There are about nineteen pheasants tnat come 
into O\'lr yard each mornirlgo" It will be much 
more fun to tell the tru.tho 
.··' 
DRIVER ;J"AC:K 
;m.st before · school c J.osed tor summer . 
vacation» Jack received a letter from his unolea 
,. 
Unel& Fred had a. large ranch. He mv.t ted Jack 
to spend the summsl" at the .ranch. Jack was 
thrilled to be invited to the ranch. After b$ 
~sad the letter~ he ~an to his mother~ Jack 
was ve%1" e.xcited..-
B:e eage:rl,- asked, "Mother, mar I 
pleas~ go to Unele Frsdt$ r~ch tbi4 s~r? 
. . . 
He asked me in his letter. R~zce~ Mothe~, read 
itS" 
"Y~s, Jack~ J'OU may go to Unele Fred•s 
this S\1\'mlle~, u · S$.1d }!other smilillse 
teDo you think Dad will ~et me go ?n 
he askad anxiously o 
"I~m quite s~ Dad will let you. go, 
too, " :tteplied hie mother 4 "BUt I think you 
' 
should l'trite to un.c10 Fr~d to thank him tor f£he 
invitationo" 
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him for the invitation. Be also told uncl® 
F:red when he t..rould take the train and when he 
would arrive at the ranch. 
The ~esday after school closed9 Jack 
and his mother -v1eJ?e on the traine . It was a 
long way to the rancht:~ Jack was very quiet on 
th$ trip4 l:te was thinking about all the things 
he would do at the rancho He would feed the 
animals o He would go to the post oi'fice for 
the mailo He would ride one or the cowponies. 
Perhaps he might even help :.t*ound up the cattle.o 
As Jack rode along, he passed :m.a.n7 
billboards. One of the billboards caught his 
fry-eo It saidt nsta.geeoach Inn, DinG in real 
western style." 
The stsad7 motion of the train and the 
long trip made Jack ve~y eleepyo Soon he dozed 
off to sleep. While he slept9 he dreamed. What 
a dream he ha.di 
It was back in the da:ys of the Old 
west. Jack waa the driver ot the stagecoacho 
HOw t~illing 1~ was to hear the stagecoaCh roll 
over the bumpy cobb1estone voad! He bumped and 
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baunced as he rode over the cobblestones. ~e 
be.gge.ge $hook and ra ttied · t~o:m the bumpy cobb lea 
$tons roa.d0 
~e stagecoach ~1a7ed from·side to side 
No longe~~~~ the stagep 
·<..: 
coach on the cobblestone roadu Dot111n the winding 
d~t ~oad it went with its baggage and its passw 
engers out in·to the tfildernesao This ti'as w1ld 
co~t:t7" Dang0x- ·was on all sides. The countl?y 
was full of 1ndians and ba.nditsu w.h.y just the 
other da7 the mostteare~:bandit. in the west 
tried tO b.old up Jack's. stagecoach! ~t becaua e 
~f Jackts plan, -v,ith t~e sh~ritf'# the banclit W~aS 
. . . l . 
So p&l?haps .r,t.oth!ns would· happen . today 10 
'mind _·when Ind.i~ ~aced down the ~lls. ~om all 
· sid.eso ~t wu. Jack to do? His passengers 
ha.dn~t a chance agatilst thi~ gz-ea.t :rnm;.beJ.> of Indiauo 
. . .·. . . . 
Clo$er and ~.losw, th~y calJlE.? ~.ith ldlQ. war wb.oopa., 
. . 
They were j'a;ist abo~t to atta,ok wb$n Jack was 
at.rmkened from his dream;; 
Me the~ called~ ua~$ ~aok$ Here we Qrle! 
• J 
;. 
~e~evs Uncle Fx-ed waiting to~ usie' 
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1'BE LOST HOME 
"What am I to do? What am J: to do? 
.: ;t-Jhat will .become of me?" cried a weak little 
voicse 
Jane jumped in surp.riss • "Who is :t. t?" 
she asked.. Jane ran quickly:> but oh so quickly 
al'ound the l"oom~ She looked under the bedo 
She looked behtnd the door~ She looked in the 
· closet. She saw no onel:il 
·Jane con:~inued playing with her new 
bride doll~ until, again abe heard a c:eying 
little voice say11 "Where can I go? Where will 
I reat?'t 
Jane thought, . "I see no one, where is 
the voice coming from?" Could it be~ Yes. it 
"tm.s" The spectacles on Jane's twin brothel' 
Cha:ttlie l7 s desk were jumping round and ~oundG 
'•I ean~t believe I'iX!l eyes, tt sa.id Jane .. 
'!'at it was true. T,b.eN ware the spectacles that 
the EJe Doctor had g1~en Careless Charlieq ~7 
were 3Ulti>ing this way and that way all over the 
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desko 
"OUch~" said sammy Spectacles» as he 
bumped against the ink bottle,. "OUch~ " he said 
again as he slipped over the crayon box~ 
. ···~ ... 
Sammy was colliding into everything 
on the desk~ He collided into books. Be col~ 
lided into the vase of tlowerse There was nothing 
on the desk that Sammy did not bump intoo s~rs 
coll~ding and jumping was certainly ~ng carea 
less Charlieos desk unti~@ 
Jane felt ve~ sorry to~ sammy Specta= 
cleso She. aslnad. "What is wrong, S~?" 
Weakly S&mm1 told how Jane9s brother, 
Careless Charlie, had lost his eyeglass caseo 
Poor 5~ had been droppedJt pushed and banged 
ever since., 
"Why even on8 of my edges is loose 
. no.w," said Sa.n:urcy-. Sammy Spectacles was so upset 
that he could hold back the tears no longero 
Jane wiped the tears t:rom the glass and sa:anr.~~ 
:relt better. 
., 
ftyou rest right h&l"e on this blotter 
while I look for the eyeglass case. Please do 
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stop colliding into things or you will get 
b:urt ~ n said Jan.a o 
Q.tickly!t but oh so. quickly, Jane 
lo~~ed through a~eless Oharliells thingso She 
... 
looked inside the desk and found only scraps 
of paperf) She looked in his drawer., She 
looked in his closet and finally she looked 
in O~eless Charliets toybox. 
T.n~re between the toy train tracks 
was the b~~t ~ed eyeglass caaeo 
"Here you are B " said Jane as she 
skipped menily ove:t? to s~. "I have found 
~t~" 
How happy s~ ~ectaeles was. 
Jane had .found hila lost home,. Jie would not 
collide into any.mo~e things on Oharlie~s desk 
now,. Samtfl.7 spectacles tr~ould alway-s be safe 
with his bri~t red eyeglass case to rest in. 
"Thank You, thank you9 '' cried Sai~JrQ' 
as he settled down quietly on Oha~liees desk~ 
t?you. aX"S t'lfelcome, " Jane called back 
as she skipped out of the :room and dotm the 
stair,sa 
lOO 
e NOTr.T you ma;r wondeF about Careless 
.e 
Charlie4o} Did he evex- lose the eyeglass case 
again? The answe~ to that question is noo Tb.ia 
. is wny~ 
That night s~ Spectacles played a 
tr:tck · on careless Charlie e He hid under a. b 5g 
stack of papera. Charlie could not find him. 
He looked eve:r;vwh®re o Careless OllaJ:Ilie was ve'T.!'3 
wor:r1Gd. · His Mother$ Fathers hiS. Docto~ would 
all be cross 1t he lost Ms speetaeleao Care-
lese Charlie looked and looked. 
Finally when he found tne spectacles 
and their case hs was so happy he promised 
never, never to lose either the spectacles o~ 
the brigat red ~ose case againc 
Boston UnivereitY 
Sohool of Educ~t-vn 
Library 
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TEE Ll!:GEND OF THE FIRST FLYING SAUCKR 
A legend is a story ot a long t~e 
agoo It m.s.y9 or may not be logicalo When you 
finish xaeading about SS.II'llJ1Y', you had better be· 
lieve it. He might well visi·t you someday. 
Sa:mlt1y saucer lived with his tatber9 
~he dinner plate8 and his motherp the soup dish 
11~\ the biggest cupboard in the ld.ngtrs kitchen. 
~~ king's cock was as ugly and as lazy as ever 
a cook could be. To make things worse~ the cook 
was the laziest when she had dishes to waaho 
.bver~'r dish enjo'JS a. nice warm bath after wo:Pld.ng 
hard. Eve17' dish likes to be drJ" before going 
to th~l cupboard or he will. catch coldo BUt this 
cook ·would never get them clean o~ wipe them dl7o 
Some poor plate was always catching cold tram. being 
left w&t all n1ghto 
"Sometbing cet-tainly must be done 
about tb.at terrible cook," said the teapot. He 
was blowing his nose for the third time that 
minute I) 
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"This is the fifth time I have had a 
cold since the tea parties began last montn., 
I have thought of telling the queen, but I 
am always so busy pouringo" 
"Youttre very right," said Sa.mrD.7's 
.fathero "When she does- wash us she is always 
scratching USo She is so careless. It I had 
not held on to the towel. m:rselt', I would have 
fallen many t~s~" 
. 
samm;y listened., Being a saucer, he 
never got ve17 dil'ty Q Sometimes the cook 
would not wash him at all. He tried bard to 
think of a way to teach that J.az;r cook a 
lessono 
As the legend goes9 sam.trw had been 
wol'king on a plan for- some time. sa.mm:y de .. 
cided that he woul.d leu;sn to flJ'o Not-: he bad 
:read that to fly you must have an engine or be 
lighter than a.ire Well9 wb.o evw heard ot a 
saucer that had an engine? That was silly., A 
sa.u.ce:tO lighter than air? well, maybe that was 
more logical.Q 8mt1I1.cy' rolled ever to the cookbook 
who sat on the same $hel1' fil 
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"!~.. OookbookD u said S8If1!1lY r~ knocking · 
on his cover~~~ "May I come in?" 
"Roll right in~ vv said the oookbooko 
1'Mr.. Cookbook, sv said s~, 11 I want to 
teach that old cook a lesson she will not for~ 
geto Will you help ma?" 
"I certainly t4ill 9 re said the cookbook .. 
"Yesterday she left a spoon on my cake pageo 
Now my cakes are all stuck to my pieso I feel 
terribleo" 
He flapped his pages and soon Sammy 
heard a veey light voice saying, nr·~:d be glad 
to .. " 
In a moment s~ saw to whom the 
cookbook was speaking. ~at was logical of 
course, the lighter than ab< pe.ncakeo sammy 
quickl7 rolled in between the pages and began to 
learn to tlyo When the lessons were over, Sammy 
was pleased., He soon could make land :lngs in tha 
d1sht.zater and fly t-1ith no light. It certainly 
was a sight to see all those dishes flying 
around once Sammy taught them to fly~ 
The~ plan was set for the day of the 
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e .. ld.ngus biggest party~ When the cook came to 
get the dishes$ ~ey al~ flew away trom hero 
Sammy led. the parade around her heado 
;~ 
"Stop it," scres.med the cooko nstop 
going around m.v head. " 
n\Vhy?" asked sa:mm;r~» ~~'When the king 
hears you have not brought the dishes you will 
have no hea.do" 
plata so 
"You will have no hes.d9 " sang the other 
Now the cook knew this was t~eo 
"What do you want?" cried the cook. 
"I will do an,-thing. n 
"tvill you wipe me more carefully?" 
asked the teapot j'Wllping around her ear. "I 
want no more colds this tea party month~ I 
must be at m:y best you knowo 11 
"Will you stop scratching us?" asked 
Sammy's father spinning around her heado 
"t'lfill you wash the saucers every day?" 
asked Sammy as he splashedo 
ni promise,.." cried the cooko 
"Then back to "the cm.pboard8 " shouted 
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tne disheso And they all went back except S~G 
Where is S~? Well, the legend says that he 
flies al"Jound helping other dishes who t-rork for lazy 
peopleo 
Are you a careless dish wiper? If you 
are9 you may meet Sammy-9 the flying saucer, 
sooner than you thinkt~ 
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VOCABULARY TES'l' 
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' .L .. r nncry animal and antici:::>ate 
I 
j 
........... ,,._. _____ ~--------?----~---r--------+--·-----·~-----
i s)eclal collar retriever return 
' .}-~ ----·-----· -·~---+-·-----,----·--1~--~~---·--· '!' ............ "~"···- --·------~ 
' 
' 
~·t·o:n::;n.::;.dc; t pedestrian pheasant ?roblem 
e· : ~ 
· " , · .,:, ;~ ... . . ······· L .. ·:~:~~~:~-:e-n--~--:~-:;. ~al ------ -·· s ,,ea;, -·- -
:.j 
! 
..... , ...... , " ................. --.... ·----···--- .. - .. T ..... . 
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s pee tac le s century 
··------------~------------~-----------------
• ·~ . :1-r>t. V,ln 
' • 
obstacles s:>ectacles 
------~-------+------+-----·----­'. ,_.._,.,.._ 
lee-end ruin logical lynx 
... ----------'--------~----------1--------·----···-·-
carnival canyon colliding cobblestone 
---------4-------+------·-+---------·-·· ~-..-..--··~~ ; 
loc:ical lec;end shar? lynx 
. 1 _:_~-~-~_:_:_:_:_-_-_·_·~--~·r_-_~_:_~~-_:_~_-_·_-_~  -~--~----~r-~-~~--~~ 
"j_:~:~-----~-~~~~-~~:·~- ~~~m:_n-----·----~~~~~bl~--------
5. I s:>eclal +:>eech S?ae;netti speed 
: -rr~~ ~---· l m=~aln hlll ca~-------· 
• ~ standard I stranded straight _ stamped -·------
' 0 i anery 
I 
pleasant pheasant exaggerate 
' • ~·fi-' ----------+----------+----------~----------------···· 
I (" l 
i 
present pheasant lynx please 
l.· -- ---·----
--+----------f----------·'f--.... ----"1"~ ... .,_ --- --.- · ... --! 
' country cemetery century ca,?itol _, I 
I 
····---~r-------·-·-· -------..s----------ro--------... ----· --4--·-----------~--0~ careful brake collldlne; I collecting 
~~~~~~---~~~~.~~--~·~~~~~-~~~·~-~-~~1----------~~--------! 
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... ··-
e 
.31 .. steady stagecoach still station 
-··--
--......- .... _ .. 
.)2. depend decay depleted delight 
-·~--
33. happy duty century disaster 
' 
"-· 
34. I•:oney Mischief !Jlercury Mouse 
.. 
35. vagabond vacant l'lant visit 
------
36o long sense since logical 
-
.e tail legend lost listen 
38 .. silhouette colliding speculation legend 
--·""~· 
39 .. limp lynx lemon lost 
40 .. exclaim extraord 1na.ry expedition eager 
! 
• 
I ~ 
l. 
2. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
.o. 
.1. 
''~'2-, .. 
L4 .. 
ao .. 
A km4 of meat 
A mua1oal inat~nt 
Ma.n trom Ma.~s 
An exploring tl"1p 
A -danoer· 
Moving with ease 
VOOABUl.AR'X' !EST 
Somethine you shake ~o make music 
A lut ~t noise 
can do many thing& well 
Only one like 1 t 
To look forward to 
A kind c>t dog 
A kind of dane• 
Gueee about something 
Someon$ who lte.lks 
Eregla.ssee 
Things t.ha t are ill the way 
To destroy 
something like &. c 1rcus 
A wildcat 
Gl"'a.nd or handsome 
Very steep 
Food 
2~ A narrow valley with high 
steep sides 
l;)olopa 
ukel:ele 
Mart. ian 
expedition 
balle~1na. 
gra.cf;)tully 
tambourine 
tum.ul-t 
versatile 
un1qu.e 
an-ticipate 
retrievex-
promenade 
speculation 
pedestrian 
spectacles 
obstacles 
lynx 
magn1fioent 
precipitous 
spttghetti 
canyon 
no 
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• 25. Lost stranded 
26. Make sreater than it 1s exaggera-te 
21. Blrcl pheasant. 
~e. one hundred years oentury 
~9. Bumpms into colliding. 
~04 A kind ot road. cobblestone 
~1. A·way to travel long ago stagecoach 
.., . .,..;.,. 
·-.·,.,-:;~'! 
52 co Used up depleted 
S3. Great trouble disaster 
)4o Name of a cat Mercury 
;s .. A 'tfrtmde:rer who does not work vagabond 
,6o To make sense logical 
•• A tale or story legend ~8. Figure outline silhouett~ 
'9o L1f'e-less limp 
~Oo Most unusual extraordinary 
